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CASE CERTIFIED USED:
A CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
MACHINE AS GOOD AS NEW
INSPECTED, TESTED, PROTECTED AND CERTIFIED
Discover a new way to own a CASE machine - inspected, tested, protected and certified to the highest
standards.
Each CASE Certified Used machine is taken through a rigorous maintenance programme, performance
improvement finetuning and an up to 120-point inspection before it’s customer ready.
Then, it is packaged with a 6 months / 750 hours maintenance and repair contract for complete peace of mind.
And just like new, with a CASE Certified Used machine you get access to the same benefits including:
+ CNH Industrial Capital financing
+ CASE SiteWatch™ GPS fleet management system
+ CASE SiteControl™ machine control solution

+ 6 months / 750 hours
maintenance and repairs included
+ UP to 120-point inspection
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CASE CERTIFIED USED LOOKS GOOD, PERFORMS AS NEW
+ SiteControl™ ready for access to machine control
solutions
+ Seven-step certification process
+ Less than 3000 operating hours, for compact line
machine
+ Access to CNH Industrial Capital financing plans
+ Full preventative maintenance history

+ Less than four years old
+ Genuine CASE parts
+ Less than 6000 operating hours, for heavy line
machines
+ 12-month guarantee on all parts replaced
during certification
+ Fully compatible with SiteWatch™ fleet
management system

The offer may differ in the reader’s country.
Please ask to check with local Dealer for availability, details and full terms & conditions.
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MAKING A USED MACHINE
CASE CERTIFIED USED
Each CASE Certified Used machine goes through a rigorous inspection,
testing and maintenance programme on its way to becoming certified.
You know you’re buying as-new CASE quality.

SEVEN STEPS TO AS-NEW QUALITY

1 IDENTIFICATION
Potential CASE Certified Used machines,
usually ex-demo and ex-rental fleet, are
identified by official CASE dealers.

2 QUALIFICATION
Initial qualification checks are carried out:
+ Machine is less than 4 years old
+ Machine has less than 6000 hours of
operation for heavy line and less than 3000
hours for compact line
+ Machine has full preventative maintenance
history
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3 PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
CASE approved dealers carry out a full CASE
preventative maintenance service, checking
and testing every part of the machine
including:
+ Safety equipment
+ Cab and controls
+ Engine
+ Cooling system
+ Fluids/lubricants
+ Hydraulics
+ Electrics
+ Powertrain
+ Ground engaging tools
+ Undercarriage
+ All attachments

4 REPLACEMENT WITH CASE GENUINE

PARTS
Any part of the machine that is not tested
as good or better on inspection is replaced
with CASE Genuine Parts. All parts carry the
standard CASE 12-month guarantee.

5 PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAMME (PIP)
Each CASE Certified Used machine is then
taken through its paces to ensure that it is
demonstrating as-new performance. Any part not
performing to the required standard is replaced
with new CASE Genuine Parts and retested to
ensure that the standards have been met.

6 UP TO 120-POINTINSPECTION PLAN
The CASE Certified Used machine is then
scrutinised inside and out and top to bottom

by your official CASE dealer. Using up to 120
inspection points we leave no part of the
machine unchecked. We check everything
from the appearance of the machine and any
wear and tear right through to the internal
workings of the engine and the performance
of the hydraulics.

7 CASE CERTIFICATION
When the maintenance, performance and
inspection process is complete, and the machine
has passed every check, the official CASE dealer
provides the documentation to CASE for final
approval. Once the machine has completed
the approval process, the CASE Certified Used
certificate and stickers are sent to the dealer
ready for customer delivery and because it’s a
CASE Certified Used, 6 months / 750 hours of
maintenance and repairs are included.
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ACCESS A WORLD
OF CONTROL
Your CASE Certified Used machine is as good as new, so you have access to
many of the same services as a new machine.
DRIVING DOWN THE TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
Choosing a CASE Certified Used machine already means a lower total cost of ownership, but the
benefits don’t stop there.
You’ll also have the option to sign up to a tailored maintenance programme through your local CASE
dealer. Preventative maintenance helps to keep your fleet running smoothly, reducing the risk of
breakdowns and ensuring that your machines continue to work in the most efficient and cost-effective
way possible.
In turn, this further drives down the total cost of ownership, making sure that you get the most out of
your CASE Certified Used machine.

THE LATEST IN FLEET MANAGEMENT WITH CASE SITEWATCH™
All CASE Certified Used machines are compatible with our telematics control software.
CASE SiteWatch™ puts you in the driver’s seat no matter where you are, remotely providing
comprehensive information on your entire fleet anywhere, anytime. Gather critical data on
machine performance and location and make decisions fast to keep your fleet productive,
efficient and profitable.

PRECISION CONTROL WITH CASE SITECONTROL™
The control doesn’t stop with fleet management. Access precision machine control with the
CASE SiteControl™ system, compatibility assured on all CASE Certified Used machines.
Enhance performance and drive profitability by perfecting your workflow. CASE SiteControl™
combines tailormade software and hardware to control positioning and measuring tasks on site.

SPREADING THE COST
Just like a new machine, a CASE Certified Used machine is eligible for financing through CNH
Industrial Capital.
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FIND YOUR
CASE CERTIFIED USED MACHINE
Finding your CASE Certified Used machine couldn’t be easier.
Visit your local CASE dealer to see the available machines in your area or go
online to www.equipmentused.casece.com

Choose the machine and location and
set the parameters for engine power,
price, engine hours and year.

All available machines will be shown on
the results page.
You can then filter the selection to show
only CASE Certified Used machines-look
out for the logo on the results.

Click on ‘view details’ to see more
information and the dealer contact
details. Whether you’re searching
online or visiting your dealer…
Be Sure. Be Certified.

Only machines that have been through
our comprehensive certification
programme will have the logo:

CertifiedUsed
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BUILDING A
STRONG CASE.
Since 1842, at CASE Construction Equipment we have lived by an
unwavering commitment to build practical, intuitive solutions that
deliver both efficiency and productivity.
We continually strive to make it easier for our customers to
implement emerging technologies and new compliance mandates.
Today, our global scale combined with our local expertise enables
us to keep customers’ real-world challenges at the center of our
product development.
The vast CASE dealers’ network is always ready to support and
protect your investment and exceed your expectations, while also
providing you with the ultimate ownership experience.
Our goal is to build both stronger machines-and stronger
communities. At the end of the day, we do what’s right for our
customers and our communities so that they can count on CASE.

CNH Industrial
Deutschland GmbH
Case Baumaschinen
Benzstr. 1-3 - D-74076 Heilbronn
DEUTSCHLAND
CNH Industrial
Maquinaria Spain, S.A.
Avenida Aragón 402
28022 Madrid - ESPAÑA

CNH Industrial France, S.A.
16-18 Rue des Rochettes
91150 Morigny-Champigny
FRANCE
CNH Industrial Italia Spa
Lungo Stura Lazio 19
10156, Torino
ITALIA

NOTE: Standard and optional fittings can vary according to the demands and specific
regulations of each country. The illustrations may include optional rather than standard
fittings - consult your Case dealer. Furthermore, CNH Industrial reserves the right to modify
machine specifications without incurring any obligation relating to such changes.
Conforms to directive 2006/42/EC

CASECE.COM
00800-2273-7373

The call is free from a land line.
Check in advance with your Mobile Operator if you
will be charged. Toll free number not available from
all calling areas.

CASE Construction Equipment
Cranes Farm Rd
Basildon - SS14 3AD
UNITED KINGDOM
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